Towards a more sustainable aviation:

*How are the airlines using technology to help them achieve an environmentally friendly industry and how you can contribute as well...*
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Yann Cabaret – SITA FOR AIRCRAFT Chief Executive Officer
Yann started his career at Orange Mobile Switzerland, where he worked on various engineering projects. In 2006, Yann joined OnAir, then a joint venture between SITA and Airbus, in which he held several management positions in Engineering, Customer Programs, Bid Management, and ensuring overall customer satisfaction. Today, Yann leads SITA FOR AIRCRAFT as CEO covering cockpit connectivity, passenger connectivity services, operational applications and air traffic Control services. In a world where efficiency and sustainability is vital for the industry, a lot of Yann’s focus is on introducing products and services with today’s technologies to make an impact immediately, and to prepare tomorrow’s solutions that will contribute to aviation’s flight to carbon neutrality.

Monika Dineva – Quality Assurance Lead
Monika Dineva has 7 years on Quality Assurance background and she is the QA Lead and the QA Factory Manager in SITA FOR AIRCRAFT. As such she is managing a team of about 20 contractors. She has strong experience in developing and implementing test strategies, and she is a strong believer in automation solutions to ensure the delivery of high-quality systems in fastest time to market. She has been in the company for 3 years and counting, working together with the QA team to ensure the implementation of best practices and innovative solutions for the products they work on.

Victor de los Santos - CSPO Product Manager
Victor is an Aeronautical Engineer (UPC EETAC and ESEEIAT) with a MSc in Computer Science (Birkbeck University of London) and a MSc in Mechanical and Aerospace Engineering (University of California Irvine). Victor has been working in the aviation industry in both technical and product management positions. Currently oversees SITA eWAS and SITA FlightFolder, the most advanced combination of digital flight folder and weather awareness solution for commercial and business jet aviation. With a unique multi-provider approach, easy and simple interface and speeded up pilot’s workflows, these solutions are used by several major airlines like Air France, Condor, Etihad Airways or Singapore Airlines.

Jordi Garcia – Product Owner
Jordi Garcia, aerospace engineer & master’s in project management (Certified Project Manager, Product Owner, and Scrum Master), 4+ years in aviation industry, ranging from fuel efficiency specialist for Volotea to EFB administrator and Ops Engineering manager for charter airline Air Horizont. Also working for start-up focused on aviation solutions before COVID-19 stopped the world. Reconverted to logistics sector, working for 1,5 years for Amazon. Finally, joining SITA as product owner for eWAS Dispatch. Leading a technical team to iteratively deliver a software product to airlines, working very closely to them to understand their needs and producing a valuable solution.

Virginie Twardo - HR Business Partner
Virginie has a Masters in Business Management and started her career at Airbus where she focused on continuous improvement initiatives to reduce costs of non-quality, in particular in the Flight Test environment and Final Assembly Lines. In 2015, she joined SITA to work on organizational development, and then as Bid & Proposal Manager, focusing on selling SITA FOR AIRCRAFT products, worldwide.